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FOREWORD

Welcome to the 2nd edition of Sunway
University’s Spotlight on Research!
Spotlight on Research showcases some of the
excellent research currently being undertaken
at Sunway University; it also serves as an
introduction to some of our researchers, so,
as you leaf through the pages, you will get
to know who they are, and what motivates
them to do what they do. The research
described here covers many different
areas of focus, from work on anticancer
drugs inspired by crocodiles, to the digital
preservation of cultural heritage; and from
crystal engineering to understanding social
behaviour across species. Whatever your
interests are, we hope that you will find our
research as interesting and exciting as we do!
Sunway University aims to become a worldleading university; this of course takes a long
time – it has taken the likes of Cambridge,
Harvard and Oxford, with which we enjoy
very close ties, many hundreds of years to
get to where they are – but we are working
hard to achieve this ambition. Becoming
a top institution isn’t just about research:
teaching and learning is not just as important,
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it’s actually more important! But research is,
and will always be, a vital element of what
we do because without it there will be no
new knowledge or innovations to pass on
to the next generation, and there will be
no answers to the pressing issues facing us
today. We are still very near the beginning
of our research journey, but as you will see
from reading Spotlight on Research, we
already have some of the best scholars in
their field right here at Sunway University.
Sunway University is growing rapidly, both
in size and reputation, and is constantly
seeking the best talent from around the
world. We are investing in our facilities and
in recruiting highly talented academic staff
to help us continue our progress. If you
already are, or have what it takes to become
a great teacher and top researcher, and you
are interested in joining, or working with,
Sunway, please get in touch with us: we’d
love to hear from you!

Prof Lim Tong Ming

RESEARCH WILL FURTHER
DRIVE MALAYSIAN ECONOMY
For Professor Lim Tong Ming, the maxim is simple: “Statistics are based
on data, and data do not lie. We leave it up to you, whether you believe
the research findings or not.”
Sometimes, the research he conducts leaves even his jaws hanging. For
example, when the research he conducted recently on a shopping mall in
Bandar Sunway reaches a certain conclusion that contradicts what most
people assume to be the truth, he too was surprised. “We always make
an assumption, whatever it is, until the research presents us with the
hard facts,” he explains. “This is why market research is so crucial to the
success of any commercial entity. It will help the management make the
best decisions in the right direction. We always think that we know. But,

Prof Peter Heard

the truth may turn out to be quite a contrast.”
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Professor Lim and his team uses descriptive
and predictive analytics by incorporating
theories and models from customer buying
behaviour and marketing to provide insights
to the mall operator, to see what they do not
see from their observations and experiences.
This study profiles two groups of students from
two different institutions of higher learning on
their purchasing patterns and preferences. “It
is a study of buyer behaviour,” he adds. “To
analyse the data, we use statistics, machine
learning techniques and predictive algorithms
to investigate correlation between different
predictors in the model. Marketing theories and
models as base theories are used to construct
the model in this study. Analytics techniques
and algorithms such as neural network and
regression are used in the prediction of the
model in the study.”

will drink ice-blended mocha or cappuccino,
while the rest just hang around to chat.”
This came as a shock initially to the people who
funded the research project. “We have found that
on average, Sunway students are getting about
RM500 for their monthly allowance,” he says.
“This covers accommodation, transportation
and their daily meals. This leaves them with
less than RM50 a month for their pocket money
to spend at the shopping malls. The fact that
this answer came from more than 50% of the
students shows that there must be some truth
in the research outcome. Reality cannot be
denied.”

To the skeptics, his advice is simple: “If you do
not believe the findings of a piece of market
research, do it a second or a third time, and
compare the outcome of each research. One
cannot, however, escape reality the way
research interprets it.”

Therefore, the idea of an integrated city concept,
Professor Lim adds, is not necessarily a hit with
the students. “Some of the students, in fact,
claim that the higher cost of living is attribute to
the modern city settings that they are enjoying
along with all the facilities. Such is the power
of research based on the primary data that one
can collect. The research finding will help with
sound decision-making,” he says. “The facts tell
the full story.”

For example, it has always been assumed that
young people studying at Sunway University
come from rich families and they are likely to
“splash” their money in the shopping mall. “We
found, on the contrary, that our young people
are, in fact, thrifty,” he says. “For example, five
people may be sitting around a table at one of
the expensive cafe outlets, but only one or two

Professor Lim adds that it is wise for the
management of any commercial entity to
take heed of the survey results. “For example,
the reason why Sunway University now has
two levels of carpark is also the outcome of
a survey conducted by the researchers.” he
says. “We have always known that we did not
have enough parking space, but to present

Figure 1
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it to the management, we needed to listen to
the voice on social media sites. This is where
big data analytics helps.” Professor Lim and
his team have also tracked and collected data
from various social media sites on specific
domains and focus areas where text mining and
sentiment analysis techniques are used in the
analysis to highlight key concerns that needed a
lot of improvement. By incorporating data from
social media, surveys or business transactions,
big data analytical techniques are used to
visualise areas that need attention from the
business operators.
Big data analytics can be used in both
commercial and non-commercial entities to
analyse streams of structured and unstructured
data that can be very huge. Government
agencies are also beginning to understand the
importance of carrying out proper research that
will eventually drive their directions.

The 1Malaysia concept
The Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC) has funded a project to
look at the level of acceptance by Malaysians in
general for the Prime Minister Datuk Seri Najib
Abdul Razak’s 1Malaysia (1M) concept.
“With the amount of data available on social
media, some form of analysis has to be done,”
Professor Lim explains.
It helps the government to get insights on
whether Malaysians are generally in favour or
not in favour of the country’s policies. Based
on the outcome of the objective study, the
government can then examine the factors that
trigger such a high term frequency even though
emotionally, it remains neutral. This is achieved
by reading the related web comments provided
by the software.

RM1,001 - RM2,000
More than RM2,000

This research on the 1Malaysia concept
narrowed down the search to only four top key

terms found in the analysis, i.e. People, Right,
Nation and Action. “Weight” is a frequency
score that indicates how important a term is
while “Sentiment” is a score that measured how
Malaysians react, negatively, neutral or positively
on a term in their discussion. The frequency
for all four concepts was high and consistent
throughout the six consecutive quarters as
shown via ontological tree processing. “This
made the four key concepts significant when
selecting text for further interpretive analysis,”
Professor Lim says. “The Social Impact
Assessment is a process to identify, evaluate
and communicate information about bloggers’
perceptions and perceived impacts of a theme.
Hence, for 1Malaysia, we looked at the raw
data from 2009 to 2012 in order to gauge
people’s perception towards the concept. This
is important because perception is a reflection
of citizens’ feelings and opinions which may
subsequently influence their behaviours and
actions.”
“What is important is that the study was based on
the people’s voices expressed online which gave
us an objective evaluation of people’s response
to 1Malaysia. There were both complaints as
well as agreements on the social media from
both ends of the political pendulum.” Prof Lim
concludes. “The key significance of this MCMC
research is to investigate the perception of
Malaysians towards the 1Malaysia concept and
implementation. The highlight of the findings
is what are the key discussions on both sides
of the political divide. Findings showed that
bloggers’ perception of 1Malaysia evolved over
time, beginning with a vague understanding of
what 1Malaysia constituted in 2009 to displaying
the ability to associate 1Malaysia-based events
and programmes by the government in 2012.
With time, bloggers became more critical in their
writing, which displayed mixed feelings towards
the 1Malaysia concept. Social change processes
were triggered through bloggers’ discussions on
1Malaysia during this period of study.”
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Carrying the story further, Professor Lim
observed “Gradual acceptance of the
1Malaysia concept by bloggers: with increased
awareness, understanding and observation
of current issues, the perception towards
1Malaysia, the government and nation has
strengthened (see Fig 2). Materialisation of
the concept via tangible policy has proven
essential: bloggers grew more receptive
towards 1Malaysia with increased action plans
by the government (see Fig 3). Independent
bloggers pushing for freedom of expression:
bloggers assumed the role of informed
citizens as they utilised blogs to channel
personal reaction towards government policy
and engaged in intellectual discourse.”
According to Professor Lim, web blogs are
often used by different people to express
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their inner mind – their feelings and thoughts
related to their life, work, and other events.
“For example, students and young folks
express their frustrations and unhappiness on
their blogs when they encounter difficulties
in their life,” he says. “Workers in companies
express their discontentment when they are
being treated unfairly. Similarly, we believe
that citizens of Malaysia will express their
viewpoints and perception towards ‘1Malaysia’
on their blogs. As such, web blogs tend to
hold humongous amount of data/information
from citizens of diverse races, religions, ages,
and professions. Using techniques in analytics,
these can be analysed and interpreted, and
provided to policy makers.”
It will serve as a source of intelligence to
provide feedback to the government on the
effectiveness of ‘1Malaysia’. “Without the proper
research carried out, everyone would just be
guessing how successful the 1Malaysia concept
was,” Professor Lim adds.
The other area of research that Professor Lim’s
team has undertaken is the study of knowledge
sharing and technology acceptance within the
Sunway Group. “This is an area that has been
much talked about in the past two decades,”
he says. “A project was recently funded by the
Sunway Group where we found that staff in one
of the huge business unit in the Group were
using Whatsapp and Dropbox and other mobile
apps to share information/knowledge. Through
the research, we were able to help them see
how some of the assumptions were found
to be true. Our findings were substantiated
by the hard data collected from the survey
and interviews conducted with employees of
these companies. Therefore, better policies
and company budgets could be designed now
based on the hard facts.”
This research set few research questions at
the beginning and one of them was “Would
knowledge technology adoption in all levels of

the organisation have a positive influence on the
knowledge sharing behaviour?”. This question
was debated between management and staff
in the construction company. Because there is
no one single knowledge sharing application
available for desktop and mobile platforms,
member staff at all levels of the organisation
used free applications to share knowledge:
this has made organisation-wide sharing quite
impossible. Sharing only happened within a
department or a group. Findings showed that
staff was able to cultivate knowledge sharing
behaviour if an integrated knowledge sharing
tool was available to staff members of all levels
in the organisation. This has gained agreement
with some of the higher management managers
even though some disagreed with the outcomes.
However, this is one of the findings supported
by the data collected from the survey. In this
research Partial Least Square Structured
Equation Modelling technique was used to
analyse and predict the outcome from the data
collected.

that connects with other mobile phones to
communicate and share media files. Professor
Lim and his graduate student simulated an
innovative p2p network to solve teaching
resources sharing issues among all the poorly
connected computers of Malaysian primary
and secondary schools by proposing a scalable
private

reappearing

overlay

network.

The

simulated p2p network allows these computers
to be connected without the need of a centralised
server to share teaching resources among all the
schools in Malaysia (https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/261334769_A_Study_on_the_
Bootstrapping_Architectures_for_Scalable_Private_
Reappearing_Overlay_Network). The results
from the research is encouraging. The simulated
p2p model is able to accommodate the needs
of all these schools, fulfilling goals defined
in the research requirement. In the social
influential maximisation space, he is currently
working closely with several research students
to use machine learning techniques to learn,
maximise

and

discover

the

best

way

to

disseminate information to the “correct” peers

Increasingly important
Professor Lim also works and supervises
research in the areas of distributed computing
such as peer-to-peer (p2p) and social
influential maximisation computing. Professor
Lim indicates that peer-to-peer computing can
solve problems such as maximising connected
peers’ communication without the need to
have high cost servers within a group of poorly
linked peers (or nodes) or personal devices.
This allows powerful desktops, notebooks
and smart phones to share media and files
seamlessly. One of the applications of this
technology is the use of mobile phones to share
media files with other mobile phones without
an internet connection. Applications such as
FireChat (http://www.opengarden.com/firechat.
html) is a popular mobile chat application

in the social network world. Currently Prof
Lim’s team designs and develops improved
algorithms that incorporate the element of
trust to maximise the social influence capability
with his student (https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/306080746_An_Analysis_of_
Opinion_Variation_of_Social_Text_in_the_Trusted_
Social_Node_Identification). Their work has
demonstrated a great deal of improvement in
terms of influencing a high number of peers
in a social network to propagate messages
correctly for highest effectiveness. When the
enhanced algorithm is put into a real world
application, it could send the right messages
to all the connected peers or nodes in a social
network with the highest influences with
minimum time and cost. This achievement
has been published in a number of indexed
conference proceedings and journals.
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Going as far back as 1981, Professor Nigel

“It is the injury to the brain that has the greatest

Marsh had his first exposure to traumatic

impact as people can recover well from facial

brain injury (TBI) when he had to conduct a

and other types of non-brain injuries to the

neuropsychological assessment of a young

head,” he says. “In fact, TBI is a major public

woman who had suffered from it after a tragic

health problem, in terms of financial cost and

accident. Although most laymen refer to it as

human suffering and it has been described as

‘head injury’, Professor Marsh is quick to correct

a ‘silent epidemic’. Unless people have a family

the misperception.

member or close friend who suffers from TBI,
this is often not fully understood, especially
the stress that it creates for the entire family

A LIFE DEDICATED
TO TBI SURVIVORS AND
THEIR FAMILIES
Prof Nigel Marsh

and the caregivers. There are a lot of decisions
that need to be made in order to adjust to the
survivor’s condition. As we know it, any form of
injury to the brain is never a good thing and this

psychology. It was this first exposure to TBI

is usually the result of injuries caused by a fall

that gave him an opportunity to experience

in children or the elderly. However the majority

first-hand the lifelong suffering that his patient

of those who receive such injuries are adults

and her family had to go through. Fast forward

involved in road traffic crashes.”

35 years, Professor Marsh is today a Clinical

For him, this has been a lifelong career since his
first exposure as a young postgraduate student.
Professor Marsh recalls having to help the family
of the woman to decide whether she should
return to university and attempt to complete her
degree. “It was a tough decision, but finally, the
family and the woman agreed that she would
return to university on a part-time basis,” he
says. “The results from the neuropsychological
assessment showed that the woman could still
learn but at a much slower rate than before
her TBI. Studying part-time also allowed her

the School of Science and Technology at Sunway
University. Prior to his appointment at Sunway,
Professor Marsh held academic appointments in
Clinical Psychology in Australia, Lebanon, New
Zealand, Singapore, and the United Kingdom.
His area of research interest has also widened
beyond TBI – it now includes clinical work in
the area of neuropsychological assessment of
individuals who have either suffered a stroke,
occupational

exposure

to

neurotoxins,

or

suspected dementia.

to manage the chronic fatigue that follows a

“In the last 35 years, the profile of TBI survivors

significant TBI and she required counselling to

has not changed in many respects. TBI is still

adapt and accept her reduced abilities without

the most common cause of disability for young

experiencing frustration and anger.”

adults.

Six years later Professor Marsh was very pleased
to receive a photo in the mail; the photo was
of the young woman and her family at her
graduation.
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Psychologist and Associate Dean (Research) in

Those

who

suffer

these

traumatic

injuries are usually male, young adults, and in
motor vehicles at the time,” he says. “What
has changed, however, as a consequence of
advances in medical technology, is the survival
rate for those with severe injuries. There is also

At the time of working with this young woman

an increased acknowledgement that the effects

and her family, he was just about to complete

of the trauma are not confined to the individual

his postgraduate professional training in clinical

who suffers the injury, as their families also
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experience long term negative consequences.

“The majority of traumatic brain injuries are mild

and types of impairment in the individual with

path following a severe TBI: Promising physical

At the same time, this decrease in mortality has

and are commonly known as ‘concussion’,” he

the brain injury, the perception of these by their

improvement in the first six months, continuing

been accompanied by an increase in morbidity.”

explains. “What we are interested in is the care

family members, and the availability of particular

cognitive

of those with significant injuries. In this major

resources in the environment on predicting the

years, and life-long psychosocial impairment.

investigation, a group of 123 people admitted

level of distress that will be experienced by the

“Finally and sadly, it is the loss of social contact

From focus on individuals to
caregiver burden, and beyond

to an intensive care unit following their injury

person with the injury and by their family,” he

experienced by the majority of those with brain

were followed up over a five year period.

says.

injuries that is the most difficult problem to

Much of his early research, which he and three

Follow-up assessment evaluated the person’s

other clinicians started in 1992, focused on the

cognitive, psychological, and social functioning.

impact of a particular neurological disorder,

Assessment of primary caregivers concentrated

traumatic brain injury, on the psychosocial

on their psychological and social functioning.

functioning of the individual. This was a broader

Follow up data were obtained for 108 (88%)

approach to neuropsychological assessment

subjects at six months, 113 (92%) at one year,

than was apparent in much of the literature at

and 104 (85%) at five years post-injury. The

that time, which tended to focus on specific

fact that so many people were kept throughout

aspects such as cognition or emotion. “We

the study with few being lost at the follow ups

looked at how intensive care triage decisions

makes this series of studies world class.”

were made for those with significant TBI,” he says.
“However, it soon became apparent from the
results of our research and from our continuing
contact with various rehabilitation professionals
that the outcome for any particular individual
appeared to be affected by other factors, in
addition to those disease-specific variables that
we were considering. This led to the publication
of their preliminary research paper in 1999 in
the Journal of Neurosurgery, which catalysed
a series of longitudinal investigation led by
Professor Marsh himself, looking into TBI and
its impact on both patients and their family
members. Since then, Professor Marsh’s profile

Of these, 81% had received severe injuries.

The second phase in his research programme
began to take greater account of the environment
(familial, social, etc.) that the individual with the
TBI was required to function in. “This led to our
research on ‘caregiver burden’ and the interaction
between the impairments in the individual with
the injury and the presence of distress in their
family members.” he adds. “The results from
these series of projects demonstrated that there
is not a direct relationship between the nature
of the impairment in the individual with the
traumatic brain injury and the difficulties that
they or their family face.”

“If these models, or any adaptation of them,
prove to be successful in allowing us to
understand

the

interaction

between

these

variables and accurately predict distress in the
person with the injury or their family members,
they will result in specific recommendations
for the provision of rehabilitation and support
services

for

individuals

with

neurological

disorders, such as traumatic brain injury, living
in the community with their families.”

manage,” he concludes. “Their social isolation is
also the best predictor of distress in the primary
caregiver. This is where both accident victims
and their caregivers need to be better managed
in terms of their expectations, taking into
account a greater range of the factors involved
in determining the best possible outcome for
the individual with a traumatic brain injury,
or other similar neurological disorder. New
neuropsychological

assessment

procedures

which take into consideration the ‘ecological

be as they were before, there is still the need

determining an individual’s rehabilitation needs

to manage the survivors and their caregivers

and in assisting in the allocation of resources

properly. Recovery, as in a return to a previous

to the individual and their family. Currently, the

level of functioning, does not occur – there

assessment procedures are inadequate for such

are always residual deficits. Of these deficits,

planning.”

caregivers must understand that it is the
impairment in social interaction and the resulting
social isolation that can be considered to be the
defining characteristic of the long term outcome
from severe TBI. In any major accident, there is
the trauma of the initial event, the trauma of

cited studies being on the long-term outcomes

interesting

now

realisation for the injured individual and their

of traumatic brain injury and the effects of these

started to publish the results of the third phase

family that the improvements that occurred in

outcomes on family functioning. In addition to

of his research programme. In this phase, he

the early months following injury have ceased

being awarded grants to conduct research on

has examined the ability of specific theoretical

and that full recovery did not happen.”

TBI, he has been awarded grants on quality of

models to accurately predict the level of distress

life in dialysis patients, dementia in older adults,

in individuals with traumatic brain injury and in

resilience in very low income families, and

their family caregivers. “These models attempt to

internet use amongst young adults.

take into account the effects of different degrees
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two

so that they have more direct relevance in

in rehabilitation, and the final trauma of the

only

first

has one conclusion: “Although things will never

Professor Marsh has arrived at some very
has

the

validity’ of the procedures have to be designed

the weeks in hospital, the trauma of the months
but

over

Based on his years of research, Professor Marsh

as an academic clinician shot up, with his most

conclusions,

improvement

Besides being an academic clinician and a
renowned researcher, in his spare time, Professor
Marsh has also worked with community groups
which provide practical support to people with
traumatic brain injuries and their families. This
demonstrates his passion about the need for
communities to integrate those with disabilities
into their everyday functioning. “It is only in
this way that those with disabilities and their
families can receive the support and care
they need from their communities, and that
their communities can experience the unique

In fact, Professor Marsh’s research has made a

enrichment to community life that people with

major contribution by documenting the usual

disabilities can provide,” he opines.
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As the interview carried on, Professor Naveed’s
eyes brightened. He says: “We found that, in
the brain lysates of these cockroaches, there
are several antimicrobial molecules that help
to provide immunity,” he explains. “Based on in
vitro laboratory tests, these antibiotic molecules
can kill superbugs which are otherwise deadly
to humans such as: MRSA (Methicilin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus) and neuropathogenic
Escherichia coli. Right now, we are determining
their molecular identity and structure, which will
allow us to make these molecules synthetically.”

THE THREE C’S IN
HIS RESEARCH
Prof Naveed Khan

Cockroaches, cobras, and now, crocodiles
appear to hold a strong fascination for
researcher, Professor Naveed Ahmed Khan.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oy9nrZ9xarA)

The Head of Biological Sciences at Sunway
University has produced more than 165 peerreviewed publications, and seven books creating
a lot of excitement in the scientific community
with his research focusing on cockroaches and
the black cobra. Not many people have given
much thought to cockroaches as a solution
to infectious diseases but Professor Naveed’s
hypothesis is simple. “Roaches live in places
which are highly contaminated with superbugs,”
he says. “Yet, they are able to survive under
extreme conditions. We, Homo sapiens, live
amongst eight million other species on this
planet Earth. The question is: How are other
species able to protect themselves from the
superbugs, and thrive in those unhygienic
environments? Yes, we need to learn from them.
That is the purpose of our research.”
Professor Naveed’s work on roaches has grabbed
the attention of the media globally; his work
has been featured on Associated Press (AP),
BBC, New York Times, CNBC, CNN and the Los
Angeles Times and a check on the Google search
engine for “Naveed and Cockroaches” confirms
the popularity of this piece of his work. It yields
over 81,000 references!
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Professor Naveed’s research will help to protect
the lives of millions of people dying from various
kinds of diseases caused by superbugs which have
developed resistance against antibiotics used in
the hospitals. “My hope is that cockroaches will
find their way to the affection of the human race,”
he smiles. “Cockroaches are beautiful.”

Using the black cobra and the
crocodile
Since his research breakthrough into the brain
of cockroaches, Professor Naveed’s team has
progressed onto snakes (e.g. black cobra), which
feed on germ-infested rodents such as live rats.
“How are snakes protected against superbugs?”
he quips.
Some have suggested that there could be
antimicrobial molecules in the venom; others
say the immunity could be found in the digestive
tract, but according to Professor Naveed, none
of these show any antimicrobial potency. “Our
study shows that it is the blood that may have
potential antimicrobial molecules that can give
the snake such as the black cobra immunity
towards superbugs,” he says.
More research will be carried out on snakes such
as the black cobra, but for now, he hopes to
conduct research on crocodiles. With the help of
a fellow colleague, he is looking forward to having
a crocodile brought into Sunway University. “It

13

would be interesting to find out what kind of
immunity these crocodiles have in order for them
to survive for over a hundred years. Compared
to human beings,” he says. “Crocodiles and
alligators consume rotten meat, which is highly
contaminated with bacteria, yet they thrive
on such feast without worrying about getting
infected.”
At the same time, he says, it would be fascinating
to find out more about the people who consume
crocodile meat. “They may have something in
their blood that gives them better immunity,” he
suggests. “This is why we are also interested to
carry out more studies on the community which
consumes crocodile meat.”
Professor Naveed says this could be a
breakthrough in his quest for more effective
antimicrobials. It will help to reduce the number
of deaths caused by the superbugs. Tuberculosis
alone claims the lives of 1.6 million people every
year and, he suggests that with this breakthrough
global child mortality can be reduced by more
than 50%.

This symbiotic nature is unclear but may enable
pathogens to survive in hostile conditions such
as use of disinfectants, which may lead to their
transmission to individuals to establish infection.
Given their wide distribution in the environment,
it means that amoeba can act as a vector to
transmit “superbugs” to susceptible hosts. Such
parasite-parasite interactions are critical in the
evolution of microbial pathogenesis. Therefore,
for the development of preventative/therapeutic
measures, we can no longer focus on a single
aetiological agent, where the link between
exposure and infection is clearly defined. On the
contrary, disease should be considered as having
multiple and confounding factors, with different
aetiologies specific to different subpopulations
to enable us to understand dynamics of disease
outbreaks.”

Translating it to hospital environment

To this end, several lines of evidence suggest that
the free-living amoeba, Acanthamoeba cysts are
highly resistant to chlorine and remain viable
even after boiling, making such disinfection
strategies ineffective. It is plausible that
Acanthamoeba cysts provide shelter to microbial
pathogens such as viruses, bacteria, yeast and
other protists during disinfection and allow the
spread of microbial pathogens to the susceptible
population.

One other aspect of his research is targeting
superbugs
within
hospital
environments.
Professor Naveed believes that the path that
he has taken in his research will significantly
revolutionise the way hospitals manage
their environments. “Even though peroxides
or chlorine are being used to disinfect the
hospitals, superbugs are still able to survive
and we are trying to understand how this is
possible”. Our work has shown that bacteria
can hide inside the cysts of another organism
known as Acanthamoeba and thus are protected
from disinfectants. The Acanthamoeba cysts
are able to survive when disinfectants are used.
Bacteria only emerge from the cysts when the
environment is conducive.

So basically, Professor Naveed’s research is
focused on the prevention of infectious diseases
and he says. “So far, nothing much has been done
elsewhere besides trying to destroy superbugs
hiding or residing in host cells,” he says. “Secondly,
here at Sunway University, our research team is
looking for the novel antimicrobials from rare
sources. We hope to develop the antimicrobial
molecules that we have discovered from the
brain lysates of cockroaches into treatments for
bacterial infections that are increasingly resistant
to current drugs. Additionally, we are searching
for novel antimicrobials from organisms living
in polluted environments such as marine
invertebrates, by undertaking hypothesis-driven
research.”
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Assoc Prof Ruqaiyyah Siddiqui

CANCER AND CROCODILES
Crocodiles fascinate Associate Professor Dr Ruqaiyyah Siddiqui, as
they can live up to a 100 years despite living in unsanitary conditions,
being exposed to heavy metals, consuming rotten meat and enduring
high levels of radiation. They are among the very few species to survive
the catastrophic Cretaceous-Tertiary extinction event. Logically, she
hypothesises that crocodiles have developed mechanisms to defend
themselves from noxious agents.
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Dr Ruqaiyyah and her team recently tested

infection similar to meningitis. This infection is

spend much time indulging in water recreational

Previous

this hypothesis and preliminary data show

known as Primary Amoebic Meningoencephalitis.

activities such as swimming. The increasing

revealed many of the commercial contact lens

water shortage, poor water maintenance, heavy

solutions had no effects on Acanthamoeba.

reliance on water storage wells or tanks where

“These findings are of great concern for contact

microbial communities thrive, and practices

lens users,” she says. Dr Ruqaiyyah says that it

such as ablution and recreational activities

is all the more urgent now to develop a contact

or

lens solution that can prevent this infection.

that various organ lysates of crocodile exhibit
powerful

anti-tumour

activity.

They

found

that crocodile lysates killed more than 70% of
human prostate cancer cells “Now we need to
identify and characterise these anti-tumour
compound(s) from the crocodile lysates as well
as test them against other cancer cells, such
as breast and cervical cancer cells” says Dr
Ruqaiyyah.

The symptoms are the same – severe headache,
stiff neck, fever (38.5˚C–41˚C), altered mental
status,

seizures,

and

coma,

leading

almost

always to death. In countries where this infection
has been reported – United States, Australia,
and Europe – the fatality rate is over 95%! This
is despite all the advances in antimicrobial

and topical and it is worth investigating an
untapped source of pharmaceutical drug-leads.
If successful, it will lead to the identification
of novel antitumor compound(s) from these
‘hardy’ animals. It’s also interesting to note
that some Chinese medicine makes use of
crocodiles. It will be interesting to find out the
incidence of cancer among the population who
consume crocodile meat and is a subject for

interventions

involving

nasal

irrigation can lead to this infection, resulting in
devastating consequences.”

in developing countries around the world.
A particular risk, Dr Ruqaiyyah says, arises from
religious, recreational, and cultural practices such
as ritual ablution and/or purifications, Ayurveda,
and the use of neti pots for nasal irrigation; and
swimming in contaminated water. “The so called
‘brain eating amoeba’ invades the brain via the
nose, when contaminated water is inhaled, and
slowly creeps up into the brain tissue where it

Other exciting work in Dr Ruqaiyyah’s team
includes work on a parasite that causes keratitis:
a sight-threatening eye infection that mostly
affects

contact

lens

wearers.

The

parasite

is known as Acanthamoeba. This is of great
concern as over 150 million people worldwide
are now wearing contact lenses, and the risk
of suffering from Acanthamoeba keratitis is
much greater. Moreover, the current contact

and inflammation resulting in widespread brain

working with a crocodile farm in Langkawi in

tissue destruction. It is disturbing that the

Worryingly, the infection is very difficult to

testing these lysates on a panel of cancer cells

majority of cases are identified at an early stage,

treat involving a laborious regimen. Even after

as well as identifying the molecules present in

yet patients die within days due to the lack of

treatment reoccurrence of infection can occur,

these lysates using powerful analytical tools such

available therapies. Even with treatments, the

due to the ability of the parasite to switch into

as High-performance liquid chromatography

fatality rate is more than 95%.

a different form which is extremely resistant

Liquid

chromatography–mass

team

Acanthamoeba castellanii, she adds, is widely

the parasite can enter into the eyes. This is

Currently Dr Ruqaiyyah and her team are

and

Ruqaiyyah’s

“When contact lenses are not cleaned properly,

Contact lenses and blindness

causes brain tissue destruction. Here the parasite

(HPLC)

Dr

and can be found in water and the environment.

future studies.”

feeds on the brain and causes severe hemorrhage

from

dispersed in nature. The amoeba is very common

chemotherapy and supportive care. She believes
that a large number of cases have gone unnoticed

She says, “This area of research is both timely

therapeutic

work

lens solutions on the market do not effectively
eradicate the parasite.

to therapy. “In some cases, the treatment can

why it is important to develop an appropriate
contact lens disinfecting solution to clean the
contact lenses to reduce the risk of infection,”
she elaborates.
Dr Ruqaiyyah points out that most of the
solutions used to clean contact lenses are only
able to kill the Acanthamoeba in its active stage,
but ineffective the moment the Acanthamoeba
enters into its dormant cyst stage.
Dr Ruqaiyyah says that they are now beginning
to understand that the wall of the cyst is made
from a cellulose-like polymer. The ultimate
goal is to target the cyst and prevent it from
forming. If we can prevent the parasite turning
into a cyst and add such a compound in contact
lens solution, then a disinfectant effective in
eradicating the parasite can be developed.

In the laboratory, Dr Ruqaiyyah’s team has been

be up to six months, when one has to put eye

looking at how these amoebae attack brain

drops every half-an-hour for the first few days,

Dr Ruqaiyyah and her team are currently

cells, as well as finding novel drugs to treat this

and then every hour,” she says. “If the treatment

working on developing a contact lens solution,

Brain-eating amoeba

infection. “Now, the onus is on us to develop

is unsuccessful, the patient may have a corneal

that targets both the active and the dormant

anti–N. fowleri compounds that can effectively

transplant. In the worst case scenario, they may

form of Acanthamoeba.

Dr Ruqaiyyah’s work is not only confined

target parasites residing deep in the brain

lose their eyesight.”

to animals seen by the naked eye but also

tissue,” she elaborates. “At the same time, there

microscopic monsters. She is working on amoeba,

needs to be increased awareness of this amoeba

called Naegleria fowleri or commonly known as

and the associated risk factors, particularly in

“Brain-eating amoeba”, which causes a fatal brain

tropical countries like Malaysia where the public

spectrometry (LC-MS).
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“Interestingly,” he adds, “the doctor’s knowledge
into a medical condition, although important,
is lowest on the priority for patients when
they evaluate the doctors who treat them. Our
research has shown that patients value the
importance of communication behaviours by
medical practitioners more than anything else.
It attempts to broaden our understanding of the
association between these relational outcomes
and doctors’ interaction behaviours: listening,
explaining and perceived competence.”
In short, a doctor is only as good as his ability to
listen, his empathy to understand the patient’s
concerns and his patience in explaining the
nature of the sickness that is bothering his or
her patients. This finding by Professor Sanjaya,
backed by the hard data that he had collected,
has helped to bridge an important gap in the
literature by integrating the findings in medical
sociology literature and the work emanating
from research in services marketing. “Little
empirical research of service behaviours has
been undertaken in emerging economies where
healthcare systems work very differently in
comparison to mature (i.e. Western) economies,”
he says.

Prof Sanjaya Gaur

DOCTORS
WHO CARE,
DOCTORS
WHO DON’T…

Professor Sanjaya Singh Gaur has a point to make
when he speaks about doctor-patient relationships in
different parts of the world.
His research, which is in the broad domain of behavioural
research involving socio-psychological constructs such
as research into human emotions, decision making,
social identity, ethics, and action, can be applied to the
study of consumers, salespersons, managers, patients,
doctors, and organisations.
The well-published scholar whose experience in both
teaching and research spans across four continents,
says that with rising medical costs, it is crucial that
doctors provide better quality services to their clients.
Most commonly, Professor Sanjaya says that patients,
regardless

of

their

educational

background,

will

evaluate their doctors based on their overall encounter
with these medical practitioners.
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In his research, a total of 320 responses were
collected from patients visiting the same
specialist doctor in selected clinics more than
three times a year in the city of Mumbai, India.
The primary data was analysed and the findings
of the research was subsequently published by
the Journal of Service Theory and Practice. “The
study demonstrates that doctors’ interaction
behaviour is instrumental in developing an
effective relationship with their patients and
boosts patients’ confidence in their doctors,” he
says. “Furthermore, effective interaction enhances
patients’ loyalty to their service providers.”
Compared to private doctors in more advanced
countries such as New Zealand, Professor Sanjaya
says that doctors in Asia fare poorly in doctorpatient relationships. “They still have a lot to learn
from their counterparts in these more developed
countries,” he says. “Generally, doctors in New
Zealand are better trained in doctor-patient
communication.”

Professor Sanjaya quotes the example of a
private doctor whom he knew personally in New
Zealand, who made it a rule that he would never
see more than three patients in an hour. He spent
quality time with his patients, listening to them
and explaining their medical conditions in a way
that they could fully understand. Twenty patients
are all that he would see in a day.
However, there are undeniably cases when
monetary gains become the primary focus and
the service level is compromised as a result. “In
reality, there are some doctors who try to make
more money,” he says. “In the context of the
doctor in New Zealand who was sacked, his boss
claimed that he could see 20 patients in an hour.
That makes the average time that he spent seeing
a patient was a mere three minutes. It is hard to
imagine that a doctor can spend so little time with
the patient to properly diagnose the illness. A lot
of the prognosis is based on assumptions that
the doctors make. This is because these doctors
are not listening enough to their patients.”
The study that he conducted will hopefully
prompt medical associations to advise their
doctors on improving their level of medical
service. Quoting his personal experience with
doctors in Malaysia, Professor Sanjaya says that
his wife’s first encounter with a local specialist
was rather disappointing. “We had waited for
more than an hour, but the consultation took less
than five minutes,” he quips. “Without explaining
to me and my wife the medical condition which
has worried her, the doctor just went on to
prescribe the medicine.”
The couple later went to another specialist
whom they were satisfied with. The entire
consultation took at least 25 minutes, where the
doctor examined his wife’s medical condition,
and explained to them the nature of the medical
condition. He also took time to answer all their
questions. “This is our own experience,” he quips.
“We are able to evaluate who is a better doctor
regardless of their professional qualification.”
For this reason, Professor Sanjaya says he hopes
to approach the Malaysian Medical Association
to carry out a joint-research project to conduct
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similar studies in the context of a booming
Malaysian healthcare industry.

important for firms with a manufacturing
focus and for foreign firms trying to operate in
emerging economies.”

Other accomplishments and projects

While teaching at Sunway University, Professor
Sanjaya is hoping to embark on several research
projects. One is to study the influence parents
have on their children’s dieting behaviours
with regards to obesity. “We will be working
with primary school children of different ethnic
groups to look at how their eating habits are
shaped by their parents from young,” he says.
“We have seen the case of three adults of the
same family in New Zealand, who would prefer
food that is not sautéed. In their case, when
they were growing up, their parents had the
habit of boiling their food and eating it without
any spices or flavourings.” A second project is
looking at the loneliness young people suffer,
especially those between the ages of 18 and 25.
“This is, in fact, a global issue,” he says. “This
is the age that the young people are going
through different kinds of pressures from both
their parents and society. Research has shown
that there is generally a perception of the lack
of social support amongst the people in this
age group, although the social support is there.
This is because we are moving from collective to
individualistic society. It is no longer the country,
but the individual. Accomplishment is no
longer a collective achievement, but individual
achievement. Some, especially the women, feel
that they are not good enough to find a partner.
The men isolate themselves because they think
they are not good enough. Because of these
issues, we are losing productivity.”

Besides the study on doctor-patient relationship,
Professor Sanjaya has also published another
research paper in the Journal of Management
Studies, which is ranked in the top five business
journals based on ISI Journal Citation reports.
The study examined the relationships among
intra and inter-organisational constructs, where
both knowledge intensity and uncertainty is
said to have an impact on inter-organisational
trust
and
subsequent
performance
of
manufacturing Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) in Germany. The study also highlighted
the importance of external environment and
exchange characteristics for inter-organisational
trust and suggested that trust along with external
and internal uncertainty affects the performance
of SMEs which are generally more individualistic.
“While teaching in New Zealand, our research
team interviewed the CEOs or CEO-nominated
top senior person in Germany. From that study
alone, we were able to demonstrate that,
compared to the bigger organisations, the SMEs
are able to perform better in different situations
(productivity, creativity and innovation) when
they have inter-organisational trust,” he says.
“This is because of the trust that exists between
the individuals in different organisations. This
leads to higher performance of the company.”
Professor Sanjaya’s work also involves research
into the field of marketing. He has published
a paper in the European Journal of Marketing
which is based on a large scale survey of CEOs
in India, looking at the link between market
orientation and manufacturing performance for
SMEs in the Indian subcontinent. “This study
departs from the extant literature by looking at
market orientation at a disaggregated level, as
comprising customer orientation, competitor
orientation and inter-functional coordination,” he
says. “The findings of this study are particularly
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As an applied researcher, Professor Sanjaya
believes that his work will help policymakers
to come out with policies that will help mould
a better society. He has also published a book
entitled “Statistical Methods for Practice and
Research” which is now a recommended text
book in several universities around the world at
the masters and doctoral levels in disciplines as
varied as Business, Psychology, Sociology and
Statistics.

Mohd Azmyl Yusof

RESEARCH
FOCUSES ON
ROLE OF SOCIAL
MEDIA IN THE
CHANGING
ENTERTAINMENT
LANDSCAPE

Mohd Azmyl Yusof may sound like a radical, but in
person, he is an energetic young man who is both
rational and intelligent – and, perhaps more vocal
than most young men of his age.
The Sunway University lecturer, who is attached to
the Department of Performance and Media, says he
has always been interested in all genre of music. As
a young person growing up in the 1990s, he says it
was common to read about the Western culture or
budaya kuning (yellow culture) which was always
painted by the media as having a “vicious influence”
on youths. “We were told that certain forms of
music such as hip-hop and punk were threatening
the Malaysian fabric of society,” he says. “Malaysian
youths in general, and Malay youths in particular,
were depicted as clueless and out of control,
although my own lived experiences of that era
begged to differ and raised an awareness in me that
all is not what it seemed.”
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Referring to two incidences of black metal
crackdowns in 2001 and 2005, Azmyl’s research,
which focuses on how urban Malay youth
subcultures negotiate with the disciplinary
power of morality in the changing Malaysian
political landscape, found that the media played
a significant role. In 2001, while pursuing his
Masters’ degree programme at RMIT University
in Melbourne, some headlines in Malaysian
newspapers caught his attention. “It was just
a little out of hand,” he quips. “For some time,
you read about it in Bernama, the national news
agency. The young people were hauled up
just because they were wearing black t-shirts.
Suddenly, they found themselves being taken in
for religious counselling against their will. And, all
of a sudden, we were told that the young people
were cured, as if from some scourge of disease,
with some medicine! There was no mention about
the type of medicine used, but it was mentioned
by the politicians who were seen fighting the
influence from the black metal music. The flow of
the news just did not make sense.”
Azmyl has since been fascinated by the
terminology “moral panic” put forward by one
sociologist from London School of Economics,
Stanley Cohen. “There was a lot of moral policing
which had already started in the early 1990s,” he
elaborates. “The youths were marginalised and
became easy scapegoats, because they had no
social or economic standing. For example, they
rounded up teenagers in Kedah while accusing
them of being involved in black metal music.”
Azmyl’s research finds that often, moral policing
is mediated. “You will get a champion, who fights
against social ills which they claim have become
the concerns of the community. After some
publicity, which is often one-sided, the authorities
would claim that they have found a solution, but
we know it is the young people who are being
demonised in the process. The media is partly to
be blamed.”
When another raid was carried out by the police
on “Paul’s Place” on New Year’s Eve, 2005, Azmyl
says, hell broke loose with the media which were
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covering the event. “The bands performing that
night not only consisted of local hard core bands
but also independent bands from various genres.
Most of the people were professionals who were
well-connected. They included a Singaporean
band whose sound can be described as a cross
between pop yeh yeh and rock and a guest
Japanese band. Although there were different
ethnic groups present,” Azmyl says, “the daily
tabloid Harian Metro took on an ethnicallybiased approach in its report on the raid. Police
officers revealed to those present that it was
a raid on the black metal gig. A total of 365
people were rounded up and detained for a few
hours, including members of the public who
were outside the venue and patrons of hawker
food stalls within 100 meter radius of the venue,
including a stall owner and some Singaporean
tourists who happened to be passing by the area
at that time. All the detainees were subjected to
urine tests for drug use. Only seven out of the
365 detained tested positive (and four of those
were ‘false positives’).”
Four were remanded for two days while the rest
were released within a few hours after a press
conference at “Paul’s Place” organised by the
independent music community on January 2,
2006. The patrons lambasted the authorities,
and this shook up things a lot. Since then, there
were fewer raids. By this time, the reasons given
by the authorities for the raid had fluctuated
between “black metal” to “unlawful gathering”
to “public indecency” and back to “black metal”
again. After that, the politicians played it down as
a local council issue.

Panic in the Peninsula
During the Sixth Asian Conference on Media &
Mass Communication in 2015, Azmyl presented
a paper on “Panic in the Peninsula”, where he
made a strong statement saying that “the issues
concerning moral panics and music subcultures
have often been overblown in press coverage in
Malaysia.” He used the case study on the religious
model reporting style and mediated moral panics
in Malaysia to prove his point.

“In light of the country’s current increasing
conservatism, shaky political hegemony, and
religious and racial rhetoric in the mainstream
media, the 2001 moral panic which resulted in
the so-called ‘Black Metal crackdown’ serves as
an instrumental case study on how the religious
model reporting style and mediated moral panics
have been exercised in Malaysia,” he says.
“In my opinion, the issues concerning moral
panics and music subcultures have often been
overblown in press coverage in Malaysia. Various
models have been adopted by the authorities via
the press to put a face on these so-called moral
panics by appropriating the fashion and styles of
music subcultures.”
“The ‘social ill’ is often not real, in fact, some
of the police officers who were at the raid told
friends that if they had not been on duty that
night, they would also be at the place. Some
jaguh kampung would later take the credit for
solving the ‘social ill.’ They would claim that they
have indeed done some good for you,” he adds.
“But, most people did not realise that there were
politicians who were behind the raids for their
own political mileage.”
“These days, however,” he says, “society has
changed and alternative media is willing to
report ‘the other side of the story.’ The media
frenzy has caused such a moral panic. It is
discouraging to note that figures of authority
continually blame the absorption of Western
popular culture among Malaysian youth groups
as the source of all social ills and the style
of reporting leaves little room for any other
possibilities or arguments,” he laments.
“Although there may actually have been a Black
Metal occult that had carried out the alleged
activities, the unwarranted mass stereotyping
and scapegoating of youth groups accompanied
by the method of reporting using an Islamic
simulation model (which eventually led to
the crackdown) is disheartening since other
cultural considerations and discourses (even the
availability of real substantial evidences other
than t-shirts, CDs, VCDs etc.) relating to the

causes were virtually ignored and never really
explored thoroughly in the news reports of the
time.” This was the conclusion that he arrived at
in his paper presented at the conference recently.

Critical Thinking the Missing Necessity in
Local Media
On the teaching of media and the arts, Azmyl’s
research shows that too much emphasis has
sometimes been placed on the technical aspects,
using sound and images, but what is crucial in
modern times is the criticality of the content and
that is often missing. “Performing arts are often
used as entertainment. Materials that are meant
for the Malays were often “dumbed down” by the
mainstream media, until the alternative media
came into the scene.” says Azmyl. “The alternative
media provided an avenue for the young people
to express their views. Since social media came
into the scene, the authorities are more careful
with what they do. They know that they will get
a backlash, if they continue to use their powers
indiscreetly. Before this, there was only citizen’s
journalism, but now, with social media, everyone
can comment about their actions.”
According to Azmyl, social media has played an
important role in the changing landscape of the
local music industry. “From my perspective as a
musician and a music lover of all genres, some
of the accusations hurled at them were just
plain absurd. In general, music ‘gigs’ are organic
gatherings of musicians and fans of a particular
genre or subgenre,” he notes. “They are ideal
social networking opportunities for musicians
outside of the mainstream cultural industry who
share not only the same musical inclinations but
also similar value orientations. The crackdowns
involved a series of raids on independent and
privately owned music performance spaces which
led to the arrests of mostly Malay youths who
were subsequently freed without any charges
made, save for a few who had broken council law
regarding permits. The significance of the events
can be appreciated by considering the extensive
coverage devoted to them by the local Malay
language media.”
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Prof Michael Furmston

DEALING WITH CROSS-BORDER
CORRUPTION
Professor Michael Furmston from the Centre for Commercial Law and Justice at
Sunway University is an internationally–acknowledged authority on contract
and commercial law. In the last two years Professor Furmston has published “Privity
of Contract” and a second edition of “Contract Formation: Law and Practice”,
both with Professor Gregory Tolhurst of University of Sydney and published by
Oxford University Press. The 17th edition of “Cheshire, Fifoot and Furmston’s Law
of Contract” is scheduled to be published in April 2017. A new book on Malaysian
Insurance Law with Associate Professor Cheah You Sum, Chief Executive Officer of
the Finance Accreditation Agency, has been delivered to the publisher, Thomson
Reuters.
Three interesting papers have been published, one on “Developments in the Law
of Penalty Clauses” for the National Law School of India Review; a second on
“Good Faith in Commonwealth Contract Law”, written with Professor John Carter
and published in a Festschrift for Professor Joachim Bonelland; a third given at the
conference of the International Academy of Comparative Law in Vienna and which
appeared as a chapter in “The Impact of Corruption on International Commercial
Contracts”, and which is discussed here.
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The paper is concerned with cross-border
corruption a key area in Professor Furmston’s
research. He explains it as a situation where
people in State A bribe people in State B to
procure improper action; for instance, to get
officials in State B to buy planes from State A at
an inflated price.

essentially means is that Singaporeans cannot
evade the rules by crossing the causeway into
Malaysia for example. The Singaporean criminal
law also applies, of course, to non-Singaporeans
while they are in Singapore. This has a big impact
on corruption involving international commercial
contracts.

Professor Furmston illustrates this using a
hypothetical case from his paper. “Suppose a
contract by which an airplane manufacturer sells
an airplane to the government of Ruritania. The
contract is signed by the CEO of the airplane
company and the president of Ruritania. In the
course of the negotiations much of the work is
done by A, acting for the airplane company and
B acting for the government of Ruritania, and A
pays B a large bribe.”

Professor Furmston, however, points out
that problems arise in relation to the law of
contract when the case involves cross-border
transactions; such cases are never as clear-cut.
“This is where the problem arises,” he explains.
“For example, the manufacturer of an aircraft
in Country A may be selling to Country B, with
the help of appointed agents who will carry out
the negotiations. Although the sales only involve
one transaction, there are bound to be several
contracts where the case may be heard in a
third country C whenever a dispute arises. This
is where the complication starts, because there
are in fact, several contracts involved in the same
transaction.”

He goes on to say “In this case it is factually not
very likely that the airplane manufacturer does
not know that A has bribed B since A is hardly
likely to be paying with his own money. It is
perhaps possible that they are paying A such a
large success fee that he can afford to share it
with B. Even here the facts are such as to justify
great suspicion unless Ruritania has a reputation
for spotless honesty. So it is unlikely that the
airplane company can enforce the contract. In
practice such a contract is likely to be subject to
Ruritanian law, though often with provision for
arbitration in a neutral venue.”
“The position of Ruritania is more complex. On
the facts it is possible that the President and
the relevant ministers do not know of the bribe.
On such facts they would have a choice either
to terminate the contract or enforce it.” adds
Professor Furmston.
Professor Furmston also says that “The criminal
law position in Singapore is relatively clear.
Singapore law will treat as criminal transactions
which infringe the prohibition in Singapore or by
those subject to criminal law outside Singapore.”
In short, a corrupt bargain by Singaporeans is
still a crime if made outside Singapore. What this

Professor Furmston cited another example from
his paper. “The recent decision of the Singapore
Court of Appeal in Ho Kang Peng v Scintronix
Corp Ltd is instructive. In this case Ho Kang Peng
had been a director and CEO of Scintronix. They
sued for breach of his fiduciary duties. It appeared
that he had authorised a number of payments
to a Taiwanese company called Bontech. It was
accepted that no consultancy services were
provided by Bontech. Payments were made to
one of the company’s directors in Shanghai who
passed on the money to a “Mr Lee”. It appeared
that the objective was to procure business from a
major Chinese client, Pioneer Technology. Mr Ho’s
excuse was that he was simply carrying on what
his predecessors had done. He had not sought
approval at a board meeting or by informal
discussion with all directors. The Court of Appeal
were clear that the payments were bribes which
had not been authorised by the company and
that this was a clear breach of Mr Ho’s fiduciary
duty to the company.”
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Assoc Prof Yuka Fujimoto

PROMOTING
INCLUSIVENESS

Studies have shown that people who are

should be encouraged to be engaged in specific

otherwise marginalised do not like to be

intervention of inclusion by introducing devices

segregated from mainstream activities even if

and changes in the physical environment, we

they are given special treatment. This is why

are saying that alone is insufficient.”

the inclusion of people with disabilities and
other minorities is a topic that requires greater
attention

from

organisations

and

society.

According to Associate Professor Dr Yuka
Fujimoto, the way forward is to develop the

They want to feel they are part of society at large.
Whether it is the aborigines, or people with disabilities,
there is always a great yearning for inclusiveness.

Community Inclusive Organisational Framework
(CIOF), which she says, “will challenge the
foundations of workforce inequality, unfairness

The Head of the Department of Management
at Sunway University Business School explains
further: “There needs to be a paradigm shift in
our understanding of what inclusion means. It is
about looking beyond the business organisation
to see what we can learn from those not working
on the business. They can provide great insights

and exclusion in organisations and society.”

into what inclusion means to them. It is like

Prior to the research that she conducted, she

is instead of trying to maximise profit. In fact,

noted:

inclusion

there is a lot that we can learn from people who

frameworks are silent on the meaning and

are outside the business organisation, such as

process of inclusion from the perspectives

community organisations, which are considered

of

to be public-spirited entities that provide role

“Organisational

minority

groups

stakeholders.”

diversity

and

Through

their

her

looking through a new lens on what inclusion

supportive

15

years

of

models of diversity inclusion.”

academic research on Diversity and Inclusion,
Dr Fujimoto believes that Human Resources

Dr Fujimoto says that, contrary to popular

(HR) managers should now have to take into

belief, these people do not like to be given

account all these criteria, when designing their

“special treatment” or feeling targeted in being

policies if they want to make their organisation

treated “special”. Her research on inclusion,

a more conducive environment to marginal

crossing the boundary between workplace and

communities. “We have discovered from our

community, has also shown that people with

research that HR policies and practices, with

disabilities, for example, are saying that they

their

want to participate in non-minority specific

internal

focus,

have

not

progressed

organisational inclusion and fairness in the way
needed. Therefore, although women’s groups
have campaigned for the minority groups,
it nonetheless does not make women feel
“included”,” she says.

“Their greatest desire is to be accepted as part
of the mainstream society in a seamless way.”
Dr Fujimoto notes in a research paper published
in British Journal of Management. “By this, I

“Recruitment and performance appraisals for

mean the minority can mix with everyone else in

the group has to be based on merits earned,

the community, instead of feeling like a special

rather than being given a special consideration.

group, marginalised or otherwise. They do not

This

that

want minority specific inclusion programmes

is

quite

different

from

saying

accommodative

which are specially tailored for them. Our

inclusion in the workplace for their employees

research shows that they are more interested in

who have a disability. While businesses can and

getting involved in a mainstream programme.

businesses
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programmes.

should

adopt
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Through the paper, we presented the concept

developed to improve behavioural, attitudinal,

of CIOF which symbolises community–business

and cognitive learning at the workplace. Her

integrative

key

research has since been published in leading

managerial accountabilities in order to alleviate

international journals such as the British Journal

the disfranchised community.”

of Management, Journal of Business Research,

organisations,

highlighting

and Journal of Applied Psychology.

Mistaken for CSR

In some major organisations, Dr Fujimoto says

However, according to Dr Fujimoto, there are

and tasked with the job of looking for boundary

also organisations which have mistaken their

crossing, which has the notion of inclusion

inclusion initiatives (such as their corporate

or how the organisation could include the

initiatives or Corporate Social Responsibility)

historically marginalised community into the

for seamless integration and diversity. “The

mainstream activities within their organisation.

difference between these two big areas is the

“This is a positive step towards inclusiveness,”

core tenet, the values and purpose of diversity

she adds.

there are diversity officers who are employed

and inclusion initiative,” she explains. “It is to
rely on more discreet HR practices such as
recruitment, performance appraisal and training.
We need a holistic perspective, which focuses
on Diversity and Inclusion through HR practices.

Dr Fujimoto, who is also Associate Editor of
Journal of Management & Organisation, has
also documented one of the largest paper
production companies in the world on their

important,

involvement to create inclusive business. “This is

achieving seamless integration is more crucial.

a community inclusive organisation based upon

The idea is that as human resources managers,

a community psychology perspective. Herein,

we do not blindly create an aisle for people to

when companies do business, they involve

hold on to.”

minority people in their business. In the case of

While

physical

accessibility

is

To overcome the shortcomings of diversity
training programmes, another of her studies
has conceptualised an organisational diversitylearning

framework,

which

features

an

organisational intervention for employees’ joint
decision-making process with other employees
from different statuses, functions, and identities.
Some important questions the HR managers

Asia Paper & Pulp, due to so much criticism, they
became involved in benefiting the community.
Industrial waste from the paper mill is given to
poor women in the community, who then make
baskets out of them to sell in the market. The
company also created a fish pond to help poor
farmers. This inclusive business benefits the
poor community,” she says.

have to ask are: “Is this new initiative really

Being guided by her Christian/biblical principles,

helping these people? Or, putting them in the

Dr Fujimoto continues to research in the area

spotlight? Or, what else can we do to help the

of inclusive business, which seeks to include

marginalised community to integrate into the

the poor and marginalised by giving them both

mainstream community?” The framework is

social and economic value in society.
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A SNEAK
PREVIEW
INTO THE
WORLD OF
CRYSTALS

Prof Edward Tiekink

Professor Dr Edward RT Tiekink’s eyes brighten
up as he speaks about the scientific world
that he is most familiar with. While not many
non-specialists can relate to this world, the
enthusiasm emanating out of the Head of the
Research Centre for Crystalline Materials at
Sunway University, is simply infectious as he
talks about the way small chemical molecules
assemble together to form crystals and the
primary technique employed to study crystals,
namely single crystal X-ray crystallography.
As a Distinguished Professor at Sunway
University, Dr Tiekink’s job description can be
summarily written as: “Study Crystal Structures”
plus a bit more. Of course, he has other important
tasks at Sunway University, but usually he would
rather be delving into new and wonderful
crystallographic results. “Crystal engineering is

a burgeoning field with practitioners drawn from
many disciplines other than chemistry – it is now
difficult to contemplate scientific life without
crystal engineering,” he opines.
Never mind about its practical applications
for now, of which there are many ranging from
catalysts, developing new drugs, smart materials,
among others; in itself, the crystal engineering
discipline is interesting and broad enough to
devote most of his whole academic career to
studying crystals.
“As a discipline of study, crystal engineering can
be described succinctly as the rational assembly
of molecules into crystals optimised for specific
applications,” he says, as he points to a review
article he wrote, which was published in a Royal
Society of Chemistry Journal in 2014. “Applications
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will vary depending on the constituent species,
for example metal-containing or not, and cover a
broad range from tailoring solubility/stability for
pharmaceutical applications, engineering poresize in Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOF’s) for
gas separation/storage, to generating magnetic,
luminescent and other materials,” he says.

Understanding crystal engineering
So, what is this “crystal engineering” all about?
We are all familiar with crystals: just think of salt
and sugar crystals. Salt, of course, is a mineral
being called NaCl. Sugar, on the other hand is a
small organic molecule called sucrose, admittedly
with a bad “press” but, we need not go into
this now. Such organic molecules, and related
molecules incorporating metals, that is a metal
atom surrounded by organic molecules, form the
focus of Dr Tiekink’s on-going work.

bonding, the reason why ice is ice and why ice
floats on water, but there are a myriad of other
weird and wonderful intermolecular interactions
being revealed as being important. “This is why
crystal engineering is both fascinating and the
area needs more focus so that we will eventually
be able to control the overall crystal structure.”
Dr Tiekink comments.
Research in this area often involves synthesis of
new molecules, their crystallisation and detailed
characterisation. Pivotal is single crystal X-ray
crystallography which enables the determination
of where the atoms are in a molecule and how
the molecules are assembled in a crystal. Then
follows a detailed and systematic analysis of
the connections between molecules using a
variety of analytical tools as well as high level
computational chemistry.

In short, crystals comprise molecules which are
formed by strong bonds between the constituent
atoms. The molecules are held in place by
intermolecular interactions which might be termed
the supramolecular glue, that is forces beyond
the molecule. The intermolecular interactions are
inherently weaker than the intramolecular bonds
(interactions between atoms) and form the focus
of crystal engineering. The crystal engineer
wishes to control the intermolecular interactions
to form designer crystals.

Throughout a career of over 35 years as a
scientist, Dr Tiekink’s focus has primarily been
on the crystal structure. However, his research
interests cover two, often overlapping themes –
Solid-State Chemistry/Crystal Engineering and
Metal-Based Drugs. The latter, as it is “probably
prudent to work on something more ‘applied’
in the short-term”. Thus, in the area of MetalBased Drugs, Dr Tiekink’s research team is also
involved in developing gold- and other metalbased
pharmaceuticals
with
anti-arthritic,
anti-microbial and anti-tumour activity with
an emphasis on exploring the potential of the
often neglected main group elements (antimony,
bismuth, tellurium, etc.) as novel pharmaceutical
agents. “It is now beyond the simple assays being
conducted: we have already undertaken studies
into the mechanistic pathways responsible for
cell death (in the context of the anti-cancer
work),” he adds. “Such mechanistic insights aids
the chemistry programme to synthesise even
more effective potential pharmaceuticals.”

However, before one can control such forces, one
must know what they are. This is what Dr Tiekink’s
research is largely about, namely delineating the
nature of intermolecular interactions holding
molecules together in crystals. Perhaps, some
of us have heard something about hydrogen

Since coming to Malaysia in 2009, Dr Tiekink has
been involved in a number of key collaborations
where progress in both aspects of his research
interests have been most encouraging. He looks
forward to an even more exciting period at
Sunway University!

Chemists are now very expert at making molecules
of all sorts of shapes, sizes, functionalities, and
these more often than not form crystals, similar to
the aforementioned salt and sugar crystals. The
very fact that crystals form indicates that there
are forces acting between the molecules in order
to make them stick together. On the other hand,
if there are no interactions between molecules,
crystals would spontaneously fall apart.
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Dr Yong Min Hooi

EMPATHY ACROSS
SPECIES: A
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE

What exactly is it in a baby’s cry that distresses humans, orang-utans, and
dogs? What factor plays a significant role in the study of social cognition
across species – the genetic similarities found in the orang-utans (one of the
four great apes), or the effects of domestication in domestic dogs, man’s
best friend?
The research conducted by Dr Yong Min Hooi from the Department of
Psychology seems to suggest that social learning plays a bigger role than
genes to evoke empathy-related behaviour when observing another in distress.
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Empathy includes sub-components such as

emotional content in a baby’s cry that is simply

Having focused on both humans and dogs, Dr

she says. “The two-year-old will kiss your finger.

emotional contagion, identification, theory of

distressing to listeners. In my study, I examined

Yong’s later experiments included six of the

Some of them may give their toys to you to make

mind, perspective-taking, and cognition. An

the responses of both young adults and dogs to

18 orang-utans at the National Zoo. “These

you feel secure. You know that if you continue to

example of emotional contagion can be found

three different auditory stimuli: a human infant

great apes have close genetic similarities to

cry, they may give you a hug, but what about a

in the new-born nursery in any hospital. “When

crying, a human infant babbling, and computer-

humans so we were interested to discover if

7-month-old baby who is unable to respond in

one baby cries, all the other new-born babies

generated “white noise”, with the latter two

they, the orang-utans may have responded to

a behavioural manner? They have very limited

start to cry as well. They may not necessarily

stimuli acting as controls.

human emotional expressions in the same way

or poor physical movement and verbal ability”,

as people do. However, they did not respond

Dr Yong asks. This is why the experiment uses

in the same way that humans did in terms of

the Department of Psychology’s non-invasive

emotional expressions,” she says. “On the other

brain scanner, or electroencephalogram (EEG),

hand, we don’t have a good reason why they

to measure the baby’s emotions through their

should respond to human emotional expressions

brain activity. “We plan to observe the brain

considering that they lead solitary lives, unlike in

activity of infants and toddlers below two years

packs found in dogs’ habitat. They do not seem

old when they are responding to distressing

to respond to a baby’s cry in the same manner

situations

that a dog would respond.” For this study

explains Dr Yong. The study with young infants

throughout the experiment, the orang-utans

aims to develop a potential checklist to identify

were presented with three different emotional

possible atypical behaviours at an early age.

human expressions; happy, angry, sad. “They did

With this in mind, behavioural and cognitive

not pay any particular attention to the happy

impairments could be identified earlier enabling

or the sad face, but they did stare at the angry

professional interventions to be made sooner

face longer. However, they did not respond to

so that children would have the opportunity to

a baby’s cry in the same manner that dogs and

develop normal social skills similar to those of

humans responded.” Dr Yong elaborates, “This

age-matched infants.

understand why they are crying, but we can see
that they started crying too, suggesting that
something is not quite right,” Dr Yong explains.
“The crying sound elicits emotional contagion,
a component in empathy – you feel the distress
in another person but may not necessarily
understand what the person is going through.”
“The main aim of this series of experiments
was to investigate how dogs and orang-utans
respond to emotions. Are they similar to human
responses? If they are, is it due to evolution or
domestication?” Dr Yong says. “We know that
emotion recognition is a precursor to empathy
development.”

The sound of a baby’s babbling did not affect the
levels of salivary cortisol in either humans and
dogs showing that they were not emotionally
affected by this sound. Some people perceived
crying as annoying (imagine hearing a baby cry
in an airplane for 12 hours continuously) and
some rated the baby’s cry to be slightly less
unpleasant than the white noise. The finding
that some humans prefer listening to crying
compared to white noise was surprising, but
also showed that white noise (radio static) did
act as an effective stimulus and control for
any annoying/aversiveness factors. However,
white noise did not appear to provoke the
same emotional responses as a baby’s crying:

Over four separate studies in the course of

“Both young adults’ and dogs’ levels of the

her doctoral studies, Dr Yong has arrived at

stress hormone cortisol showed no changes

the conclusion that dogs, which have been

before and after listening to white noise, but

living with humans for over 100,000 years,

levels did increase in response to a baby’s

can differentiate human emotions such as

cry. This shows that the stress level in humans

anger,

of the stress hormone cortisol in both humans’

and dogs was due to the emotional content
rather than the annoying aspect of the baby’s
cry,” Dr Yong explains. “For now, my findings
strongly suggest that there is something about
crying that makes the body (humans and dogs)
respond by increasing alertness and levels of
cortisol. When babies cry it is natural that the
parenting instinct in us increases our “alertness”
because we immediately want to find out what
is causing the infant to cry. However, dogs
showed a unique behavioural response to crying
that combined submissiveness with alertness.
These findings suggest that dogs experience
emotional contagion in response to human
infant crying and provide the first clear evidence

and dogs’ saliva. “We now know that there is

of a primitive form of cross-species empathy.”

sadness,

fear

and

happiness,

even

when expressed by an unfamiliar human. “For
example, both dogs and humans seemed to find
infant crying “distress” equally aversive when
measured using behavioural observation and
levels of the stress hormone cortisol,” she says.
“This study, together with results from another
study, showed that both dogs and human infants
are averse to sadness, indicating the presence
of rudimentary form of empathy - emotional
contagion - in dogs.”
According to Dr Yong, there is something about
a baby’s cry that leads to an increase in the level
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may be because the angry face signals a threat,
a very useful evolutionary response for survival.
One possible reason for the different behavioural
response is that orang-utans are solitary in the
wild, unlike dogs living in packs. Their solitary
living conditions may mean that they are less
susceptible to emotional contagion compared
to dogs which live with humans all the time.”

and

different

facial

expressions,”

Her current research is measuring brain activity
to explore the roots of empathic responding in
human infants and why these responses decline
in older adults. “Some senior citizens may appear
to have lost their ability to recognise certain
emotions such as anger. We suspect that this is
due to decline in specific parts of the brain,” she
says. “It is important to investigate this because

From dogs to orang-utans, Dr Yong is now

it can lead older adults, particularly males to

focusing on human infants. A new study by Dr

make inappropriate remarks such as ‘bad’ jokes

Yong’s team shows that babies as young as

which, if not properly managed, can quickly

seven months old can, in fact, recognise facial

lead to social isolation. Isolation seriously

expressions or emotions prior to developing their

harms older adults’ overall health and well-

speech. “These infants are not able to articulate

being, so being able to identify and manage a

their response, unlike a two-year-old child who

significant cause of social isolation could have

will try to comfort you when you hurt your finger,”

major positive benefits for our elderly.”
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For instance, by downloading an application

Thwaites firmly believes in making sure that both

(App), one can point a mobile phone camera

the tangible and intangible aspects of cultural

at a certain target source and by doing so

heritage are protected from future loss and

initialise augmented content to appear on

enjoyed by contemporary audiences of all ages.

the mobile phone’s screen. “The polysensory
intermedia will take you on a journey involving
multiple senses,” he explains. “It hits the spaces
between the media as it integrates things in
new combinations to give a new mediated
experience to the content.”

create new experiences for gallery visitors. He explains: “We have
to move beyond the traditional gallery and exhibition forms into
the realm of digital technology in order to engage a new borndigital generation of audience who come “equipped” with their
devices.”
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to

diverse

audiences,

spanning

continents,

semantic and aesthetic experiences, a common
ground is needed for data assembly, evaluation,

sense (for instance eyes only) can receive by

creation, and data transmission and storage,” he

integrating digital media technology.

says. “Media research is indeed very different

digital

cultural heritage exhibitions, Professor Harold Thwaites is able to

information. Since they must be communicated

beyond the amount of information that just one

Professor

Thwaites’

areas

of

research-creation cover a wide range from

By incorporating the concept of polysensory intermedia (PSI) into

are excellent examples of complex forms of

In other words, it is an enhanced experience

University,

KEY TO VISITOR
EXPERIENCE IN CULTURAL
HERITAGE EXHIBITIONS

digital heritage (DH) environments in particular,

cultural groups, time periods and different

As Dean of the Faculty of Arts at Sunway

Prof Harold Thwaites

“Virtual environments or augmented reality, and

media

qualitative than quantitative. It is research about
that quality that is often elusive.”

multimedia,

Professor Thwaites has authored a book that

information design and digital heritage to

explains the concept behind his approach,

audience/user media impact, biocybernetic

otherwise known as “Communication Analysis

research, and 3D spatial media. In fact, most of

Protocol

the work that he has been doing since coming

pertains to the systematic examination of the

to Malaysia more than a decade ago has been

factors playing a role in the structure, detection,

in digital cultural heritage. He himself has been

processing and storing of information in the

very

human

passionate

production,

from the sciences because it is often more

about

preserving

cultural

for

Virtual

memory

Reality

during

the

(CAPVR).”

“It

communication

heritage for what it is worth, and always looks

process, or shortly thereafter,” he elaborates.

for ways to re-present digital cultural heritage

“What I am interested in now is fostering

to a wider Malaysian audience.

transdisciplinary,

transmedia,

transformation

as much as possible in our school at Sunway
University.”

Content vs technology
Professor Thwaites says that it is the content
that should drive the use of technology. “There

More projects

is always a need for a good balance between

As the Head of the Centre for Research-

the heritage aspects of any exhibition (or

Creation in Digital Media (CRCDM), Professor

content) and the technology you choose to

Thwaites says that his current projects include

use,” he explains. “Otherwise, people would go

the international multi-partnership (UNSW, UC

away saying the exhibition was great, but the

Berkeley, City U, Hong Kong), “Atlas of Maritime

educational or informational intent of it was not

Buddhism”, a collaborative project with the

met. The medium should “match” the message.

Academy of Sciences Malaysia and Bradford

We want people to be able to say that they have

University,

learnt something after visiting an exhibition.”

Civilisations Through Application of Heritage

UK;

“Uncovering

Paleo-Sundaland
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Science”, the “Handbook Project” with Concordia

In October 2016, this project was showcased

University in Montreal, part of the ACT Project,

during the 22nd International Conference of

and the CRCDM project, the “Hainan Boat Builder

Virtual Systems and Multimedia (VSMM) at

of Pangkor Island”. All of these projects are

Sunway University. “Through the use of archived

collaborations. No one person can really do this

content this project begins to mediate a narrative

kind of work in an effective way.

to educate and advance transmedia research.

The reason why he qualifies his scope of work
as research-creation is because research to him
means more than just discovering new information

This exhibition seeks to gauge audience interest
and survey the resulting impact of the presented
content,” he said.

about things. It comprises a number of areas

The “Handbook Project” examines not only the

including research for creation, research from

themes of age and ageing, but also how people’s

creation, creative presentations of research and

hands tell stories. It explores gender, ageing,

creation as research. Because of this, Professor

work, craft, passion, and tactility that will be

Thwaites has attracted funding of over a total of
RM1.85 million for all his projects between 20062016 in Malaysia alone.

documented and archived. In collaboration with
participants, the project uses an ethnographic
approach and interviews based on the principle

In the case of the boatbuilding project, this
ongoing, collaborative, transdiscipinary researchcreation project was undertaken to digitally
capture, archive and preserve the livelihood
of the Hainan Boatbuilder of Pangkor Island,
Perak, Malaysia thereby contributing to the
cultural heritage of the country. “The traditional
process of building large wooden fishing boats
comprises both intangible (tacit knowledge) and
tangible (built) forms of heritage that could soon
disappear due to contemporary issues. Thus, the
overriding urgency for this kind of research,” he
elaborates.

of the mutable text in order to create “multisensory” records of the participants’ everyday life
experience and engagement with their creativity,
culture and heritage traditions. This methodology
developed here will then be employed by other
international research partners in the larger ACT,
(Aging Communication and Technology) project
thereby creating a global archive for the future.
Finally, the Atlas of Maritime Buddhism is a
major collaborative project with the University of
California-Berkeley and University of New South
Wales, where the team is working to reveal the
spread of Buddhism through maritime trade by

a

applying immersive digital technology. “It will

small, dwindling community of boatbuilders in

bring us on a 360˚ interactive voyage of discovery

Pangkor Island. One such team is led by a Hainan

across time and space. Currently, we are building

70-year-old master who has no succession plans.

a database initiated by the Electronic Cultural

Whatever boat plans that he has, are in his head.

Atlas Initiative (ECAI) of UC-Berkeley and the

Our responsibility in this project was to digitally

exhibition will also travel around the world,”

preserve this Malaysian cultural heritage for the

Professor Thwaites explains. “It will begin either

future.” It includes using scientific techniques

in Sydney or Hong Kong, and it will go through

such as 3D modelling, photogrammetry, high-end

various maritime museums around the world

digital video and at the same time, taking the end

taking visitors on a journey to learn about the

results out of the university to various audiences

spread of Buddhism through maritime trade. It

through International Conferences, seminars and

will be truly exciting!”

Professor

Thwaites

continues.

“There

is

a variety of exhibitions.
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